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Chapter 1
Lessons from a Rookie



1.Culture = Performance
(Rookie lesson #1)



The reason culture is 
important is because it 
drives performance!!!



2.Vision, mission & 
values are old school
(Rookie lesson #2)









3.Always, always, 
always hire on culture 
fit
(Rookie lesson #3)





4.Lead from the front
(Rookie lesson #4)
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5.Employ people you 
really like
(Rookie lesson #5)





6.“As” hire “As,” “Bs” hire “Cs”
(Rookie lesson #6)
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7.Attrition is not a bad thing
(Rookie lesson #7)



“Named by Hired 
as the seventh 
most desirable 
tech company to 
work for in the 
world”



8.Don’t let your ego get 
in the way!
(Rookie lesson #8)





1. Culture = Performance
2. Vision, mission and values are old school
3. Always, always, always hire on culture fit
4. Lead from the front
5. Employ people you really like
6. “As” hire “As,” “Bs” hire “Cs”
7. Attrition is not a bad thing
8. Don’t let your ego get in the way



Chapter 2
Lessons from the World’s Best



1.Design your unique 
hiring criteria
(World’s Best lesson #1)
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“So if you want to build a world-
changing culture, sometimes you have 
to chuck the experienced CV out the 
window, and hire the passionate and 
hungry kid.”



2.Culture has to come 
from within
(World’s Best lesson #2)
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“So if you want to build a world-
changing culture, you have to realize 
that it has to come from the cleaner, 
not the c-suite.”



3.Always be super 
transparent
(World’s Best lesson #3)



“So if you want to build a world-
changing culture, sometimes you have 
to open up your bank account to your 
entire team.”



4.Impact trumps 
everything
(World’s Best lesson #4)



“So if you want to build a world-changing 
culture, you have to trust deeply, give power 
to your people, and allow them to have a 
massive impact on the direction of your 
company.”



5.Flexibility and 
freedom = the future
(World’s Best lesson #5)
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“So if you want to build a world-
changing culture, sometimes you have 
to take the risk that 71,000 people are 
trustworthy enough to set their own 
schedules.”



6.Incentivize like crazy
(World’s Best lesson #6)



“So if you want to build a world-
changing culture, give up a bit of the 
pie, and realize that a smaller piece of 
a big pie is more valuable than a 
bigger piece of a small pie.”



7.Recognition is 
everything
(World’s Best lesson #7)
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“So if you want to build a world-changing 
culture, it’s vital that you don’t claim the 
success for yourself, but attribute every little 
bit of that success back to your team, 
individually, and publicly!”



8.A powerful social 
mission drives culture
(World’s Best lesson #8)
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“So if you want to build a world-
changing culture, sometimes you have 
to give up a slice of your profit to make 
the world a better place.”



9.Onboarding is critical
(World’s Best lesson #9)
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“So if you want to build a world-
changing culture, always remember 
how scary your first day of school 
was.”



10.Invest in an epic 
workplace 
environment
(World’s Best lesson #10)



“So if you want to build a world-
changing culture, sometimes you have 
to turn that extra conference room into 
a ball pit, or a meditation room.”



1. Design your unique hiring criteria
2. Culture has to come from within
3. Always be super transparent
4. Impact trumps everything
5. Flexibility and freedom = the future
6. Incentivize like crazy
7. Recognition is everything
8. A powerful social mission drives culture
9. Onboarding is critical
10.Invest in an epic workplace environment



Making massive cultural change starts with actually wanting to!!!








